
 
 

MINUTES OF THE (ZOOM) MEETING OF THE BOARD OF  
GAIRLOCH & DISTRICT HERITAGE COMPANY LTD 

 
11 November 2020 

Gairloch Museum. 4.30 pm. 
 
Present Roy Macintyre; Karen Buchanan; Pauline Butler; Stuart Caddell; Jeremy Fenton; Liz 

Forrest; Nevis Hulme; Irene Macintyre; Susan Maclean; Anne MacLennan; Allan 
Templeton; Ben Thomas. 

 
Apologies Willie Macrae; Jean Ross. 
 
Alice has written to inform us that she is resigning from the Board, a consequence of the Covid 
circumstances, but wishes to resume her Gaelic classes and other support for the Museum when this 
becomes possible. Roy will respond on behalf of the Board. We acknowledged that Alice has given a 
huge commitment to the Museum over many years.  
 
1.  Conflicts of Interest 

No potential conflict of interest was declared with respect to the Agenda. 
 
2.  Minutes of the (Zoom) Board meeting of 23 September 

The minutes of the 23 September meeting were agreed to be a correct record, proposed by 
Jeremy and seconded by Allan.   
Matter arising: David Rae took over the management of finances on 22 October. Dugald is 
providing guidance and information where necessary.  

  
3.  Financial report 

Roy reported that the bank balance shows a healthy credit currently. We have received the major 
tranche of the Art Fund Resilience and Recovery grant for the Events and Outreach Coordinator 
post, but not yet the prize money for Museum of the Year 2020 (MotY). Simpsons have just 
submitted their invoice for the foghorn reinstallation and conservation work and we have begun 
to order furniture for the café.  

 
4.  Curator’s Report 

Karen presented her Report covering: Building and grounds; Collections; Interpretation and 
displays; Education and training; Funding; Events; Marketing and promotion; Miscellaneous.  
Further points: 
i)  We have benefitted greatly, both by reputation and visitor interest, from the increased social 

media promotion arising from MotY, with additional staffing for this made possible by Art 
Fund financing. After discussion, it was agreed that we would continue to employ Eilidh for 
two days each week until the end of November, to maintain the momentum of the additional 
audience engagement.  

ii)  The container for large objects is not suitable for inclusion in ‘behind the scenes’ tours. 



iii)  Although an issue which arises quite often, there is no consensus amongst Highland 
museums as to whether or not there should be an agreed fee for responding to research 
enquiries. As almost all our genealogy and local history information requests are dealt with 
by a volunteer, we agreed that we would continue to request donations rather than impose 
set charges.  

 
5.  Art Fund Museum of the Year 2020: opportunities arising … 

Pauline invited initial ideas as to the opportunities we might consider for audience development 
(in person and remotely) and to expand partnerships with stakeholders as a consequence of the 
highly prestigious MotY Award. A wide-ranging discussion ensued which included:  
- the possibilities of promoting what we offer more strongly with NC500, clan organisations, 

Visit Scotland, Visit Wester Ross, and the Highland travel trade 
- taking advantage of MotY status and credibility which might bring funding and other benefits 

from engagement with business and learning organisations such as Arts and Business 
Scotland, UHI (through graduate placement schemes perhaps), and Sabhal Mòr Ostaig (to 
take forward our Memorandum of Understanding) 

- contributing our local stories to wider projects such as ‘Spirit of the Highlands’ (Inverness 
Castle-based) and ‘Coast that shaped the World’ (WHC). Karen is aware of these initiatives 
already. 

 
Nevis expressed his ongoing regrets at what he sees as a deficiency to date in our commitment to 
local Gaelic culture, particularly the absence externally of Gaelic signage, until installation of the 
recent MotY sign. Karen and others felt that our Gaelic heritage was recognised appropriately 
throughout the displays and reminded that other developments we had intended had not 
happened owing to having insufficient Gaelic-language capacity amongst our volunteers to use 
funding that had been made available. For the future, the ‘Bard’ theme for the café offers another 
opportunity and there is considerable scope for projects to digitise our oral Gaelic resources. Ben 
suggested there might be funding avenues for this from HES, particularly if there is community 
engagement. 

 
Pauline will collate the suggestions and then propose a meeting when those interested might 
consider what we might realistically take forward, given our financial and personnel capacities. 
There may be a role for our future Events and Outreach Coordinator to progress some of these 
opportunities. 

 
6.  Funding applications and project planning 

Pauline has circulated a summary of the applications which have been successful so far this year:  
- Covid-19 related ‘emergency’ funding (from both NHLF and MGS) 
- for the Outdoors Museum project (3 trusts have now committed their support) 
- towards ‘resilience and recovery’ (Art Fund and MGS).  
 
The original ‘emergency’ funds have now been spent and the consequent reports, invoice 
evidence and evaluations are either completed or in progress. Given the more recent successful 
funding applications, we are in a position to make decisions as to how and when to progress the 
three elements of the Outdoors Museum project, the appointment of a freelance Events and 
Outreach Coordinator (with digital expertise) and the café fit out with furniture, equipment and 
acoustic display panels. 

 
Taking into account the funds already secured or pledged, the Board resolved that we would 
commit the monies required to fully fund the Outdoors Museum work from our own reserves 



(£10,000) and from the MoTY prize (£23,500), with the expectation that donations coming from 
the targeted community fund-raising campaign that is in preparation will ‘pay back’. This would 
enable us to award contracts so that the external domain work could commence as soon as 
possible with the hope of completion before the 2021 tourist season. Although the direct 
admissions income might not be great, it was recognised that there were benefits in improving 
community access to the archaeology trail and the seaward site and in the external appearance of 
the building within its landscape context. Nor should we underestimate the encouragement to 
visitors to linger longer, with the likelihood of some coming in to the Museum galleries and shop 
and, more broadly, supporting the sustainability of local businesses. 

 
We agreed also that we should advertise the new post as soon as possible and that expenditure 
on the café should be progressed so that it is ready to open in the spring. How it is to be 
managed and staffed remains unresolved, given the withdrawal of a promising expression of 
interest owing to pandemic circumstances.  

 
7.  Commercial and retail operations 

i)  The notes from the COG meeting of 4 November have been circulated. After excellent 
trading in October, (better than 2019), footfall has declined significantly in November, given 
all the new UK-wide restrictions. The current four days per week opening will be kept under 
regular review. Now that there are fewer tourists, we will use social media to encourage local 
people to return.  

ii)  As our opening hours decrease, we need to review our staffing requirements through the 
winter months. 

iii)  There have been very pleasing sales of both the current and the previous exhibitions’ 
paintings. We have renegotiated the display of Scotland from the Air, postponed owing to 
lockdown closure, and it will be in the ground floor gallery next Spring. The next meeting of 
the Exhibitions Group is scheduled for 17 November. Allan would welcome new group 
members for both this and COG, be they Board members or volunteers with relevant 
interests from the community. 

 
8.  Date of next meeting 

There being no other business, the next Board meeting is scheduled for Wednesday 13 January 
at 4.30 pm.  

 
The meeting ended at 6.10 pm. 

 


